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AUTUMN SALE 2018

SALE HIGHLIGHTS WHAT’S HOT AND WHAT’S NOT
 The results from the Autumn sale emphasize the current convergence of opinion in deciding what is desirable and what 
is out of fashion. Anything truly rare or of absolute top quality will attract interest, and if the estimate is right, will go on 
to sell for a strong price. This was reflected in the prices achieved, amongst other items, for a fine cloisonne pot, a fresh 
to the market Dorothea Sharp and in a selection of Rolex watches. All achieved previously unseen prices. Sadly these 
highlights also reflect the difficulty in selling everything else with a notable lack of interest in anything ‘ordinary’. Ivory, 
with the imminent legislative ban looming, continues to fall in value from Meiji netsuke to Art Deco figures. Furniture 
remains extremely tough along with most of the decorative items that associate with it. The strength lies in the picture 
market, fine jewellery and collectables. Overall making for interesting times for auctioneers, and for their vendors.

Ziegler carpet £9,500                   William Hoare (1707-1792) £8,500                  Canteen of Victorian flatware £7,700                               Rolex Submariner £6,600         

Dorothea Sharp (1874-1955) £36,000                                              Chinese altar vessels and covers £82,000                                Namikawa Yasuyuki koro £21,000

David Hockney costume designs £16,000                              Platinum and diamond wedding set £13,800                                           17th C. Chinese bench £14,500



Marcel Dyf (1899-1985) £7,000                                     Set of 4 Anglo-Indian watercolours  £13,000                             Willam Etty (1787-1843) £5,500

2.39ct diamond ring £10,000                      John Constable (1776-1837) £7,200              Thomas Wheeler longcase £6,300                Beatles autographs £6,000

Weekly Sales at Gorringes

The Monday sale is proving ever popular with 700-800 lots on offer every week. Sales include good selections of collectables, 
jewellery, silver, paintings and furniture. Vendors are kept informed by email and paid out two days after the sale. Do come and 
view at the North Street saleroom.

Online fully illustrated every Thursday from 6.00.p.m at www.gorringes.co.uk 

On view Friday 8.30-5, Saturday 9-1, Monday 8-10am.

On sale Monday at 10.00.a.m

Sir George Clausen (1852-1944) £7,500                 Edwin Long (1829-1891) £6,000               Thomas Weaver (1774-1843) £5,500      Albert de Belleroche (1864-1944) £7,000

17th C. Italian table £5,000                                                                         Sherre Valentine Daines (1956-) £6,000                          Rolex Oyster Perpetual £6,000                              


